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instead? Why has she allowed the opinions of
Janet Price, to halt the transfer authorization of
Third Mutual Funds, from Bank of America, to
Farmers and Merchants Bank? Why does she see
the frustration of her supporters on the board,
who want to forge ahead with major goals, as personal attacks or prejudicially assume their motivation is due to gender and/or age? Why has she
caused a rift with her most ardent supporters by
refusing to support them? Why does she fight
with those who were her closest advisors and
staunchest allies? Why does she insist on taking
control of every committee meeting she attends?
Why can't she act like a President, and forge a
coalition that works in the best interest of the
residents? What happened to the Carol Moore
that stated these intentions as her priority? She
became president, and aligned herself with those
who openly have different goals, (Business as
usual)! Why doesn't she do the job she was
elected to do? It is time to remind President
Moore, that she has a fiduciary duty to the residents first, and foremost, this is not her kingdom,
and we are not her subjects. The president’s chair
does not come equipped with a crown, and scepter.
It’s time for a reality check, President Moore!

ORN United Mutual

P

raise be to the newly elected Board of the Third Mutual. Their efforts at freeing themselves from the
dictates of PCM is worth applause. We shall soon witness
the changes brought forth by gaining control of our own
funds.
WSF Third Mutual

D

irector Freshley, Third Board, seems quick to ratify
business as usual. She has resided in the community
for many years and never attended board meetings until
she was recently elected. Perhaps she would do well to
question the status quo and pay attention to the governing
documents for a non-profit corporation.
LRW Third Mutual

R

umors circulating give focus to the question as to
who owns our Broadband Services. The proceeds
have a possibility of being credited to our community or
finding their way to a for-profit entity. GRF and all mutuals are non-profit corporations.

W

e understand that Milt Johns has in essence offered
to terminate the agreement between PCM and the
Third Laguna Hills Mutual.

Street Noise
atching the United Board Meeting on Tuesday,
1/13/9, I observed that even the most basic of
formalities were unobserved by the Director in charge.
When a resident approached the microphone to utilize her
3 minutes she was told she wasn’t entitled to speak. The
error was fortunately corrected by another Director, but
left me wondering whether basic training is given to Board
Members and whether Mr. Foster failed to attend. But
then there most likely is no training requiring Board Members to listen either.
MRB United Mutual

Remembering that Mike Curtis was elected to the United
Board by a significant number of votes, I am curious as to
why he is being singled out for rude treatment by the
other Board Members. What happened to common courtesy?

JRT Third Mutual

Pamela Grundke

W
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Can anyone please confirm that PCM is ready to walk
away from this account and that “during the transition period, PCM will be happy to constructively and efficiently
facilitate a change to Third’s new managing structure and
their staff and service providers?”
Looking for any response.
For reference, we are asking various HOA/CID attorneys
to comment on ultimatums issued by property management companies such as is the case here.
CotoBuzz Journal. Www.cotobuzz.com
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